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Abstract 
Correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) enables simultaneous recognition of structure and 
function at the organelle level within single cells. The present work explores use of the “correlation 
microscopy paradigm” for studies in disease pathogenesis that can yield translational outcomes to improve 
patient care and quality of life. The methodology used is based on combining multimodal functional probes 
with ultrastructure in a single sample to allow assessment of spatial distribution, abundance, frequency of 
protein biomarkers and rare events at single molecule resolution. Many novel applications for this 
technology with significant translational potential have now been established.  
(i) Diagnostic pathology; new test assays are now possible from a single preparation where previously 
multiple samples were required. This efficiency will allow smaller biopsy samples and less invasive clinical 
procedures. (ii) Phenotype/genotype studies in molecular genetics for enhanced relevance and contextual 
information for bioinformatics data. (iii) Precision cancer medicine; patient derived primary tumour cells 
maintained in the laboratory for drug sensitivity, resistance testing and biomarker assays.  
(iv) Clinical imaging; multiscale CLEM studies spanning the whole organ scale to build 3D volumes for 
overlay on MRI slices and volumes. Correlative microscopy imaging is a synergistic approach for new 
insights into disease pathogenesis. Linkage of patient clinical data with pathology correlative data provides 
unprecedented understanding of disease progression and yields significant opportunities for translational 
impact and intellectual property development. 
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This talk will be held on Friday 20 September at 11 am at the Campbelltown Campus in Building 21, 
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